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EXTRA VIEW
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ABSTRACT
In competition for food, territory and mates, male fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) engage in
agonistic encounters with conspecifics. The fighting strategies used to obtain these resources are
influenced by previous and present experience, environmental cues, and the internal state of the
animal including hormonal and genetic influences. Animals that experience prior defeats show
submissive behavior and are more likely to lose 2nd contests, while animals that win 1st fights are
more aggressive and have a higher probability of winning 2nd contests. In a recent report, we
examined these loser and winner effects in greater detail and demonstrated that both winners and
losers show short-term memory of the results of previous bouts while only losers demonstrate a
longer-term memory that requires protein synthesis. The recent findings also suggested that an
individual recognition mechanism likely exists that can serve important roles in evaluating the
fighting ability of opponents and influencing future fighting strategy. In this article, we follow up on
these results by asking how previous defeated and victorious flies change their fighting strategies in
the presence of 2nd losing and winning flies, by searching for evidence of territory marking, and
discussing the existing literature in light of our findings.
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In complex behaviors like courtship and aggression,
animals display a limited number of highly stereotypi-
cal motor patterns and make decisions about the usage
of and transitions between the patterns during social
engagement. In Drosophila melanogaster, courtship
and aggression both have been quantified by: (i) defin-
ing the behavioral patterns involved; (ii) scoring the use
of and transition between these patterns; (iii) construct-
ing transition matrices; and (iv), calculating 1st order
Markov chains of the probabilities of transitions.1-4

These yield snapshots of average fights and courtship
rituals, with no single fights or courtship cycles actually
mirroring these snapshots. Instead individual variation
yields views of the wide variety of different strategies
used by individual animals to obtain desired goals. Var-
iability of this type likely depends on differences in
internal state and innate behavioral abilities, previous
experience and the strategies used by a second animal,
engaged in social dialog with the first one.

Complex behaviors also must be malleable and
highly adaptable to allow survival and procreation in

what may be hostile environments. These adaptations
involve learning new strategies that succeed in gain-
ing desired resources, and storing memories of the
new knowledge to drive future behavioral choices.
Fruit flies are not included among the “social
insects,” however, they engage in many social interac-
tions during which they acquire new information.
The learning and memory aspect of this in Drosoph-
ila has been studied in a wide variety of social situa-
tions, including aggregation,5 courtship6 and more
recently, aggression,7,8

In this article, we focus on aggression and particu-
larly on the learning and memory that accompanies
agonistic interactions between pairs of male fruit flies
in competition for resources. Although not well
known prior to the present millennium, male and
female fruit flies compete for resources.1,2,9-14 Once
again, it was Sturtevant15 who in describing pairs of
males courting and competing for a single female
noted: “one of them soon gives up and runs away. If
the other then runs at him again within the next few
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minutes, he usually makes off without showing fight.”
Was this the first experimental description of short-
term “winner” and “loser” effects resulting from com-
petition between pairs of laboratory-reared male fruit
flies? Certainly this work was completed well before
aggression between laboratory-reared male Drosophila
melanogaster and closely-related species were
described by Jacobs, Dow and Von Schilcher, and
Hoffmann.10-14 Female Drosophila also compete for
resources,2,9 but as these do not result in the formation
of hierarchical relationships, they are not considered
further in this article.

An awakened interest in studies on aggression in
Drosophila began in the early 2000s.1,2,16,17 One of these
publications1 included a simplification of the behavioral
protocols used to study aggression with only 2 male flies
placed in a fight arena with resources added, including a
female or headless female, or a drop of yeast paste on
the food surface.1,17 Earlier publications identified the
behavioral patterns observed during fights.1,2,9,12,13,16,17

quantified the behavior, and showed that the first fly to
“lunge” was 16 times more likely to win a fight.1 In this
article, we score the frequency of the commonly used
“lunge” behavior as the most important higher intensity
element influencing the outcome of a fight.7,8

In many animal species, loser and winner effects
result from fights between conspecifics (for review,
see18,19). In loser effects, animals that are defeated in
1st fights are less likely to win 2nd fights; while in win-
ner effects, victorious animals show higher probabili-
ties of winning their next fights. These effects also are
seen in fruit flies, with previous fighting experience
influencing future fight outcomes.7,8,20 The previous
studies demonstrated that flies losing 1st fights also
lost 2nd fights against socially na€ıve, familiar and unfa-
miliar opponents. These studies, however, did not
show any advantages in 2nd fights of winning 1st

fights.7 To further investigate the behavioral conse-
quences of losing and winning fights, we developed a
behavioral apparatus that allowed transfer of flies to
fight arenas without handling the animals.21 This
improved the fight conditions allowing for measure-
ment of more accurate kinetics of fights. Thus, flies
initiated fighting behavior sooner, delivered higher
numbers of lunges, and showed stronger loser and
winner effects in 2nd fights.22 Using these newer fight
arenas, we demonstrated that a single victory or defeat
yielded both short-term winner as well as loser effects.

These memories decayed over several hours, with the
temporal dynamics depending on the familiarity of
the opponents. The latter observation supported the
existence of a possible individual recognition mecha-
nism. Experiencing repeated defeats induced long-
term loser effects that required protein synthesis,
while comparable long-term winner effects were not
observed under similar experimental conditions.8

In this article we add further details concerned with
the loser and winner effects, by asking what might be
the outcome, and how might fighting strategies change
when 2 previous winners (WW) or losers (LL) are
paired in 2nd fights. These fights were scored at 10 and
60 min after the completion of 1st fights when short-
term loser and winner effects were known to be pres-
ent.8 As shown in Figure 1A-C, LL pairs fight, lunge
and establish dominance relationships in 2nd fights.
Fewer encounters (Fig. 1A) and reduced numbers of
lunges (Fig. 1B) were observed in LL fights compare
with WW fights, but comparable percentages of fights
ended up with the establishment of new hierarchical
relationships (Fig. 1C). These results seemingly were in
conflict with our earlier results showing that losing
flies, when paired with other losers, showed limited
lunging behavior and minimal establishment of new
hierarchical relationships.7 The discrepancy might be
explained by differences in the experimental protocols
used in the 2 cases. In the earlier studies the arena
used was larger, flies were transferred by aspiration
and most importantly, fights lasted 90 min followed by
a 30 min rest period for flies in their original vials
before starting the 2nd fights. When we exactly dupli-
cated the timing of the previous experiments in the
new chambers (90 min 1st fight, 30 min separation fol-
lowed by 60 min 2nd fight), the results obtained were
similar to those reported in the original publication.
Indeed, under the original timing protocols, we found
that only 38% (5/13) of the pairs of LL flies re-estab-
lished a dominance relationship during 60 min 2nd

fights (compare with 90% with the 20-10-20 protocol,
Fig. 1C). These results were significantly different from
the results presented in Fig. 1C (Fisher’s exact test
LL20–10–20-LL90–30–60: p D 0.0005). Not surprisingly, in
WW pairings, flies also re-established new dominance
relationships at 10 and 60 min (Fig. 1C).

In addition to fewer encounters and reduced
numbers of lunges in LL pairings in 2nd fights
(Fig. 1A and B), the numbers of meetings taking
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place between LL flies before the first lunge was
delivered (Fig. 1D), the latency to lunge (Fig. 1E)
and the latency to establish dominance relation-
ships (Fig. 1F) also were increased when compare
with the values obtained in WW pairings. The
latency to lunge was greatly shortened in the WW
pairings, with lunging observed during 1st encoun-
ters in 66% (18/27) of the WW bouts but only in
25% (7/28) of 1st meetings in the LL fights. Even
though the WW pairs were more aggressive and
showed more retaliation than the LL pairings, no
tussling or boxing (the highest intensity aggressive
behaviors) events were seen (data not shown).
Thus, previous winning flies did not reach the

intensity levels commonly observed in fights
between hyper-aggressive strains of flies selected
for winning fights over 34–37 generations.20,23

In numerous animal species, territories recently vis-
ited or acquired are marked in various ways to signal
possession.24-28 In fruit flies, territorial effects have
been observed, with the outcomes of aggressive
encounters influenced by the resident status and the
age of the animals.13,14,23 In ant colonies, cuticular
hydrocarbons have been shown to be important in
recognition of nest differences in the same species of
ants, and to be factors that influence aggression levels
between nests.27 Cuticular hydrocarbons are easily
removed from the surfaces of fruit flies,29 and in

Figure 1. Aggressive behavioral patterns in loser-loser (LL) and winner-winner (WW) pairs of flies. (A) The numbers of encounters were
significantly decreased in LL compare with WW pairings at both 10 and 60 min (LL-WW10 min: p D 0.033, n D 27; LL-WW60 min:
p D 0.005, n>17). (B) Significantly fewer lunges were observed in LL compare with WW fights at the 2 time points (LL-WW10 min:
p D 0.001, n D 27; LL-WW60 min: p D 0.007, n >17). (C) The percentage of fights performed between LL and WW pairings 10 min and
60 min after the 1st fights in which dominance relationship were established were not statistically different (Fisher’s exact test
LL-WW10 min: p D 1, n D 27; LL-WW60 min: p D 0.66, n > 19). (D) Significantly more encounters were necessary before the first lunge in
LL pairings at 10 min after 1st fights only (LL-WW10 min: p < 0.0001, n D 27; LL-WW60 min: p D 0.237, n > 17). The latencies to lunge (E)
and to re-establish dominance (F) were significantly increased between LL compare with WW pairings (Latency to lunge: LL-WW10 min: p
< 0.0001, n D 27; LL-WW60 min: p D 0.024, n > 17; Latency to dominance: LL-WW10 min: p D 0.004, n D 26; LL-WW60 min: p D 0.1,
n >16).
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combat situations one might anticipate that these pos-
sibly could be used to mark a territory.

Therefore, in the next set of experiments we asked
whether territorial marking of some sort might exist
in D. melanogaster species, and if so, whether this
might influence the outcome of subsequent fights. To
test this notion, we asked whether experiencing 1st

and 2nd fights in the same or different arenas would
offer any competitive advantages or disadvantages for
flies in 2nd fights. To do this we examined fight out-
comes for winner and loser flies of 1st fights in 2nd

fights taking place in home arenas or in new arenas in
which neither fly had fought previously.

LL pairings: We first examined the outcomes of
fights with pairs of losers at 10 min (Fig. 2A) after the
completion of their 1st fights. These flies were desig-
nated as L1 (resident losers) who remained in arenas
in which they lost their 1st fights and L2 (intruder los-
ers) who were transferred from their original arenas to
L1 fight arenas for 2nd fights. At 10 min after the 1st

loss, only 22% (6/27) of the L1 flies lunged first
(Fig. 2A) and only 26% (7/27) won their 2nd fights
(Fig. 2B). L1 flies also delivered significantly fewer
lunges in those 2nd fights than L2 flies (Fig. 2C). Sev-
eral other parameters routinely measured in fights like
encounter number before the first lunge (Fig. 2D),
latency to lunge (Fig. 2E) and latency to dominance
(Fig. 2F) also appeared to be slowed in L1 compare
with L2 flies, but these reductions were not statistically
significant due to the small numbers of L1 flies initiat-
ing 2nd fights. By 60 min after the 1st fights, no residual
competitive disadvantage remained for L1 flies in their
home arenas (data not shown). In these experiments,
only the L2 flies were transferred from their original
1st fight chambers to the 2nd fight arenas. We were
concerned that this transfer and the accompanying
movement might make L2 flies more aggressive.
Therefore, as a control, we transferred L1 flies into
and out of their home chambers in the same way as
L2 flies were transferred when moved. As in the previ-
ous results (Fig. 2A–F), L1 flies were still more sub-
missive than L2 flies delivering significantly fewer
lunges (L1-L210 min: p D 0.024) with only 23% (3/13)
winning their 2nd fights (Fisher’s exact test L1-L2:
p D 0.017). As further controls, we performed a 2nd

set of experiments in which both L1 and L2 flies were
moved to new arenas for 2nd fights. In this case neither
loser showed a competitive advantage over the other
(Fig. 2G-L). Therefore, previous losing flies present a

competitive disadvantage of remaining in arenas
where they have just lost a fight. Pheromone deposit
in arena by the previous winners during 1st fights
might represent a territory mark that losers would rec-
ognize, and might play important roles in the forma-
tion of loser effects, but further investigations are
necessary to demonstrate such a hypothesis.

WW pairings: In experiments identical to those
performed above, but with winners of 1st fights paired
in this case, W1 (resident winners) flies showed no
competitive advantage over W2 (intruder winners)
flies in 2nd contests at 10 min after the completion of
1st fights (Fig. 3A–L). This despite the existence of ter-
ritoriality effects demonstrated in different species of
flies,13,30 and known winner effects during that time
window.8 However, in these experiments in which 2
previous winning male flies were tested, W1 and W2
engaged in fights by displaying the first lunge, and
won 2nd fights in equal proportions, demonstrating
that winner effects might overcome any territorial
effects. Therefore, competitive advantages associated
with occupying a territory either declined rapidly or
were too small to be observed in the face of the behav-
iorally induced short-term winner effects.

Discussion: Animals learn and store information
during social encounters and subsequently use that
information in future contests to gain resources. Fruit
flies are no exception, and indeed the propagation of
the species likely requires acquisition of such informa-
tion. That fruit flies are capable of learning and mem-
ory has been extensively documented,31,32 with the
most complete and detailed experiments being per-
formed using classical and operant learning proto-
cols.33,34 Social interactions between animals, by
contrast, commonly involve patterned displays initi-
ated by one animal accompanied by responses to those
displays by a second animal. In aggression, the dis-
plays usually ascend in intensity from viewing and
tapping opponents toward actions that are potentially
damaging in competition for resources.1,7 Our recent
publication8 demonstrated that short-term loser and
winner effects are observed as consequences of com-
petition among male Drosophila melanogaster. These
appear to involve individual recognition between flies,
as the effects last longer with familiar than non-famil-
iar opponents. In addition, behavioral consequences
with formation of long-term loser effects persist one
day later in losing male flies. Winner and loser effects
resulting from aggression have been observed in many
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animal species with the causes and consequences of
these extensively discussed in the literature.18,19,35,36

Loser effects generally last longer than winner effects
and are thought to induce caution in engagement in
future male-male competitions and also to affect
courtship behaviors.12,37 Winner effects, by contrast,
offer immediate rewards to animals, but decay faster,
possibly to reduce over-confident behavior in future

contests. In these ways as well, the outcomes of fruit
fly fights resemble those of other species. One possible
way that they differ, however, is that losing flies con-
tinue to engage winners in fights, possibly because no
dangerous weapons are available to the winners. In
the wild, fruit flies are not found alone: instead they
exist in a complex world of rotting fruit along with
possible pathogens, parasites, predators and

Figure 2. Loser flies showed a competitive disadvantage when 1st and 2nd fights were performed in the same arena. (A through F) After
10 min of rest, Losers 1 (L1 - “resident” - 1st and 2nd fights performed in the same arena) showed a lower percentage of first lunges (A)
(6/27, Fisher’s exact test L1-L210 min: p < 0.0001) and won a significantly lower percentage of second fights (B) compare with Losers 2
(L2 - “intruder” - flies moved to a different arena for 2nd fights – 7/27, Fisher’s exact test L1-L210 min: p D 0.0009). (C) L1 flies delivered
significantly fewer lunges than L2 flies during 2nd fights (L1-L210 min: p D 0.0004, n D 27). However, no differences were seen between
L1 and L2 in: the numbers of encounters before the first lunge (D) (L1-L210 min: p D 0.313, nL1 D 6, nL2 D 20); the latencies to lunge
(E) (L1-L210 min: p D 0.713, nL1 D 5, nL2 D 21); or the latency to establish dominance (F) (L1-L210 min: p D 0.363, nL1 D 7, nL2 D 20).
(G through L) When both losers were moved to new arenas for the 2nd fights, Loser 1 did not show a significant reduction in lunging
first (G) (10/19, Fisher’s exact test LA-LB10 min: p D 1), and in establishment of dominance relationships (H) (10/17, Fisher’s exact test LA-
LB10 min: p D 0.493), the numbers of lunges (I) (L1A-LB10 min: p D 0.458, n D 19), the numbers of encounters before the first lunge (J)
(LA-LB10 min: pD 0.736, nLA D 10, nLB D 8), the latency to lunge (K) (LA-LB10 min: p> 0.999, nLA D 10, nLB D 9), or the latency to establish
dominance (L) (LA-LB10 min: p > 0.999, nLA D 10, nLB D 7).
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competitors.38 In such complex environments, there
may be obvious advantages to the development of
short-term loser and winner effects as they can alter
behavior on a minute-to-minute time scale. It is less
clear what the advantage of long-term loser effects
would be, unless they are of value in recognizing and
avoiding predators.

Despite the tremendous heterogeneity in fight strat-
egies displayed by individual male flies in competition
for resources, analyses of multiple fights reveal that
limited numbers of behavioral patterns are used dur-
ing fights and that these bear statistical linkages
between them as to their usage.1,2 Of the patterns
observed, the lunge, which is commonly observed later

Figure 3. No territorial effects were observed in fights between pairs of previous winner flies. (A through F) There were no significant
differences between Winners 1 (W1 – “resident”) and Winners 2 (W2 –“intruder”) at 10 min after 1st fights in any of the parameters mea-
sured. Winner 1 did not significantly lunge first (A) (16/27, Fisher’s exact test: W1-W210 min: pD 0.276) and win (B) 2nd fights (15/27, Fish-
er’s exact test: W1-W210 min: p D 0.587). (C) At 10 min, no statistical differences were observed between W1 and W2 flies in the numbers
of lunges (C) (W1-W210 min: p D 0.283, n>27), the numbers of encounters before the 1st lunge (D) (W1-W210 min: p D 0.683, nW1 D 15,
nW2 D 11), the latencies to lunge (E) (W1-W210 min: p D 0.989, nW1 D 16, nW2 D 10) and to establish dominance (F) (W1-W210 min:
p D 0.517, nW1 D 15, nW2 D 10). (G through L) When both winners were moved to new arenas for 2nd fights, no differences were found
in any of the parameters measured. These included: who lunged first (G) (11/23, Fisher’s exact test: WA-WB10 min: p D 1); who won (H)
(12/22, Fisher’s exact test: WA-WB10 min: pD 0.763); the numbers of lunges (I) (WA-WB10 min: pD 0.455, nD 23); the numbers of encoun-
ters before the 1st lunge (J) (WA-WB10 min: p D 0.33, nWA D 11, nWB D 12); the latencies to lunge (K) (WA-WB10 min: p D 0.883, nWA D 11,
nWB D 11); and the latency to establish dominance (L) (WA-WB10 min: p D 0.177, nWA D 12, nWB D 10).
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in a fight, has been shown to be a highly successful
predictor of the outcome of a fight. Fights tend to start
at lower levels of intensity with limited physical con-
tact between the animals and move to higher intensity
levels as they progress. Hyper-aggressive males we
have generated by inbreeding winners for 35-40 gen-
erations (“bullies”),20 however, appear to display pat-
terns in different sequences than the original parent
stocks. These flies move to higher intensity levels
faster than the parent line during fights, lunge and
retaliate when lunged at much more frequently, dis-
play boxing and tussling, and almost always win fights
against the parent line.20 When bullies are paired in
fights, however, the losing fly loses all competitive
advantage against all other flies. Over the course of the
next 24 hrs, the loser bullies revert to the hyper-
aggression phenotype (unpublished). In the experi-
ments described here, we found that for short periods
of time (min) in winner flies, pattern usage also is dif-
ferent, with winners eliminating preliminary steps like
tapping: instead they go directly to higher intensity
patterns of behavior like lunging in even the 1st

encounters of fights. This makes perfect ethological
sense, as the lunge is a predictor of fight outcome:
therefore why waste time and energy on earlier less
effective patterns of behavior? But how does this hap-
pen? How does winning or losing a fight change the
fight strategy used by an animal? Do changes take
place: at a systems level; a circuit level; a neuronal lev-
el? And how do long-term behavioral changes differ
from short-term changes?

In addressing such challenging questions, one can
ask whether prior explorations of influences on the
expression of higher level aggression by male flies in
fights might offer some insight. First, we can include
studies involving the selection of hyper-aggressive flies
from wild type populations. Studies of this type have
identified genetic differences between hyper-aggres-
sive and wild type flies23,39 and follow-up studies on
the localizations of these genes and examination of
their functional roles can be of great value. Next, a
wide variety of neurotransmitters and neuromodula-
tors have been implicated as serving roles in higher-
level aggression in male flies. These include: acetylcho-
line40,41; serotonin42-44; dopamine45; octopamine46-48;
and a variety of peptides including tachykinins49 and
peptide F.44 In some of these cases, highly restricted
populations of neurons have been shown to be
involved.43-45,47,50,51 Possibly the best studied of these

are 2 pairs of serotonergic neurons (the 5HT-PLP
neurons) whose roles seems to be to facilitate going to
higher levels of aggression during fights.43,52 Do such
neurons change in function during the progression of,
or as a consequence of the outcome of fights? If so, are
the changes in correct directions to alter the subse-
quent fighting behavior of flies for varying periods of
time? A great advantage of the fruit fly model system
is that by combining already existing and rapidly
developing molecular, genetic and optogenetic meth-
ods with quantitative behavioral studies, one now can
address and gain insight into issues of great magnitude
like how animals learn, store and later use information
to optimize their usage of innate complex behaviors.

Materials and methods

Fly stocks

The CantonS Drosophila melanogaster strain was used
in this study. Flies were raised at 25�C with 50%
humidity under 12h:12h light/d ark cycles.

Aggression assays

The protocol and experimental setup used in this
study were previously described.8,21,22 Briefly, male
flies were raised in social isolation since eclosion. Two
days prior to the assays, flies were anesthetized using
CO2 and a dot of paint was applied on the dorsal tho-
rax for identification purposes. The previously
described fighting chambers were used to minimize
the handling of flies before and during the behavioral
assays.21

Assays were performed with 2 aged and size-
matched socially na€ıve 7 day-old males.

Two experimental protocols were used in this
study:

--Male flies were allowed to interact for a 1st

20 min fight. After 10 or 60 min of rest, 2 previ-
ous winners or losers were paired for a 2nd

20 min fight.
-- In a second set of experiments, males were paired
for 1st fights of 90 min, had 30 min of rest and
pairs of loser-loser and winner-winner flies
fought 2nd fights of 60 m in.

All the experiments were performed at 25�C with
50% humidity during the 1st hours of day-light.
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Behavioral analysis

For all fights, only behavioral patterns observed on
food cups were scored: the numbers of encounters
(meeting between the 2 flies), numbers of lunges deliv-
ered by each fly (high-intensity aggressive behavioral
pattern), the latency to lunge (time between the 1st

encounter and the 1st lunge), the numbers of encoun-
ters before the 1st lunge, and the latency to establish
dominance relationships (time between the 1st

encounter and dominance). Dominance is established
when one fly retreats at least 3 times from the food
cup after receiving a lunge. To test the effect of territo-
riality, we scored which fly initiated higher level fight-
ing (lunged first) and which won the 2nd fights.

Loser flies were defined as flies that retreated 3 times
from the food cup after receiving lunges. For
Figure 1C, fights in which clear losers and winners
were observed were counted as “Dominance.” Fights
in which more than 5 lunges were observed but with-
out 3 retreats were considered as “Draw.” Fights in
which fewer than 5 lunges were scored were removed
from the analysis and scored at “No fight.”

In 2nd fights pairings, Loser 1 (L1) and Winner 1
(W1) were defined as the flies that fought 1st and 2nd

fights in the same fighting chamber, while Loser 2
(L2) and Winner 2 (W2) were the flies that fought 1st

and 2nd fights in different arenas. As controls, both
flies were moved to new arena for 2nd fights. In these
control experiments, Losers and Winners were ran-
domly named A and B.

Handling of flies

Using the recently described behavioral chambers,21

the handling of flies was minimized as much as possi-
ble before and during the experiments. In these setups,
flies enter on each side of an arena by negative geo-
taxis, but are unable to interact because a divider sepa-
rates them. To start experiments, dividers that
separate the arenas are removed and flies are allowed
to interact for 1st fights. At the end of the first 20 min
bouts, dividers are reinserted to separate the flies. By
negative geotaxis, “Losers 2” were transferred to the
arena of Losers 1 for 2nd fights.

To control for any effects of transfer alone on
aggressiveness, a set of experiments was done in which
Losers 1 were removed by negative geotaxis and then
reinserted back into the arena they were just removed
from.

Statistical analysis

GraphPad Prism 6 was used for all the statistical
analysis. All the data were subjected to a Grubb’s test
(a D 0.05), and all values considered as outliers were
excluded from the analysis. As most of the data set did
not pass the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, a nonpara-
metric Mann-Whitney test was used for data analysis.
Fisher’s exact test was used in Figure 1C to compare
fight outcomes between LL and WW and in Figures 2
and 3A, B, G and H, to compare the data between
L1/L2 and W1/W2 or LA/LB and WA/WB.
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